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I.

INTRODUCTIO

Words like Rural Development are meaningless to the men, women,
and children-who

ill the.. soil and tend the livestock.

view changes in th

How they

.qualityl of their own lives may be similarly un-

known to people in the agenEies of, government and universities of

the world who concern themselves with Rural Development.
The purpose of this presentation is to examine changing perspectives of rural development in an effort to better understand
change in rural social systems, and to analyze interactions between
systems in general.
Three main sections of this report follow.

An analytid framework is.

presented in the following section relating to inter-system interactions
in general,

Then, in the secord section of this document a framework is

presented for analysis of rural development, and for analysis of the

ti

2

interactions'between rural development stimulation systems and the
N,

rtlral societies wnose development they are. trying to stimulate.
Finally, the third section looks into the future, and to some
A

degree predicts. the types pf interactions which are likely to be most
and
fruitful in the future, both from the perspective of agencies

organizations within a particular country trying to'bring.about
rural development in that country--and from the pekpective of
or.ganizathose in one nation/state, or in an international agency or

tiont trying to assist a particular co

tryreith its efforts in the

stimulation of rural development:
-4

II.

ANALYTIC' FRAMEWORK FOR INTERSYSTEM INTERACTION

beings
Any professional interaction between two groups of human
)Srtends to have at-ileast five different dimensions.

The word "s stem"

is used here to refer-to any group of human beings.

In.one case, the
.,

particular country.
system may be the Ministry of Rural Development in a

Extension Department
In anotr case the system could be the Agricultural
of a Ministry of Agriculture.

However, a local Farmers' Association or

an AgriculturalCredit Cooperative is also a system.
A.

Professional Intersystem Interaction

if the interacWhen one system interacts with another system, even

physician
tion is designed to be a professional kind of thing--such as a
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taking care of his patient, a professor lecturing to his students, or an
4

agricultural extension worker,trying to demonstrate a new variety to a
group of fa

ers--that professional core of interaction may be viewed as
A

having human, administrative, political, and inter- system or diplomatic
dimensi9ns.

1

A gen4ral Model of professional inter-system interaction is presentThe professional unit in one system, like the profes-

ediin Figure 1.
,

sional unit in the other 'system, is always,found within a human setting.

The agriculturalist.or engineer may have a wife or husband who may become
ill, for example, andgmaterially change the interaction.

These human beings function in an-administrative setting.

A

Like the

physicians ina hospital or the professors in a university, those whose
.

.

.
.

specialization,is directly related to producing the

of an

organization, or a system of organizations, are usually supported by an
administritive group.

Ihe administrators are necessary if the profession-

%

als are to function efficiently and effectively.
ever, are not "free" to exercise

The professionals, how-'

.their "professional" judgeent without

taking into consideration the constrictions that maybe applied to the
situation by the administrators.

Similarly, both the professional and the administrative personnel (all
of them human) operate in a larger socio-economic-political milieu, which
exerts

political

influence upon.them.

For example, a small technical as-

sistance team of agriculturalists may have to recommend a different kind of

fertilizer than their best judgment suggests--because political pressure has
beel successfully applied to them.

In addition, both system A and system B--sometimes referred to as a
charige system and a target system--sometimes referred to as a donor

system and a recipient system--both of these systems are surrounded. by an

0005

GENERAL MODEL 1F PROFESSIONAL INTERSYOEM INTERACTION

FIGURE I

4

..

inter-system (or diplomatic) environment4tatalso affects their interactions,

For example, the pronssional iitembers of a technical Osisr

4

tance teat may "have to" facilitate-the construction of a large build'ing as part of their project because teams from other countries are do.O

ing similar things, regardless of-the professional merits of.such an activity.

4

C.

,Tbus, any analysis of a strategy for interaction between system 'A

and system B is inadequate if it takes into consideration only the pro,

fessibnal aspects of what iateing done: ,Professionals often claim that
their program was appropriate, but it failed because administrators in-

a
terferred,,or the politicians would not let them carry it out as
designed.

However, it can also be inferiied.that the ideal design of a profes-

sional inter-system interaction takes into account the facts that all
prOfesSiOnalsare a so' human; that all professieinAls also operate with

all interactions'be-

administrAtive and'political constraints, and

tween systems take place in some kind of inter-system Aiplomatic milieu.
.
Thereforl, the ideal, strategy would be designed to take all of this into

account, to anticipate human, administrative, political, and diplomatic
contingencies as well as the professional situation, and to function appropriately within them.
B.1 Third Culture Enclaves
A

One aspect of any inter- system interaction is that both systems tend

to have within them small enclaves of persons who operate in the "intersystem arena," as illustrated in Figure II.

These individuals have been

referred to as persons in the "third culture."

2

0

If you.wish to look at a*.whole country as one of the two interact %

ing systems--you may recOg ize that most countries have such an enclave,

0007

SYSTEM A

4.

SYSTEM B

FIGURE 31:
THE: THIRD -CULTUFIE ENCLAVE
and
B1)
(A1

5'

which tends to be a small, elite, internationally-oriented group.

,They

have been
often represent the wealth and the power of their own country,
those,
educated abroad s, and tend to live in surroundings very similar to
of the other outside system.

with'it, there
In theJoutside system, which is trying to interact
in-the other system.
are also, people who have lived and worked
to have

They,tend

traveled extensively, and may interact as much or more abroad as

they do at home.
Any ;bqch pattern of human

interactidmssuggests that while persons

of the third culture, from each of,any t

cieties so involved with

in and able to comeach other, may share certain values, be interested

understanding of each
municate with each other, and develop increasing
and less understanding
other as time goes by--each will tend to have less

of the ystem he repiesents as the process continues.,
Thus, tho6e membersoof the

international elite enclave in many coun-

tries'of the world have little understandin

of "whot life is really like,"

cothitry.
in the more rural'and remote parts of their own

Conversely,

outside system which is trying
those persons of the third culture in an
find themselves reflecting
to interact with such a country are likely to
than as it is now, and
their own society as it was some years ago, lather

of funds are conbeing so little understood at home that their sources
.

tinually in jeopardy.
systerA (A) and
Thus, rather than looking at interaction between one

to consider interacanother system (B), it is probably more appropriate
a'Component of systeM B, which
tion between a component of system A and
are labeled Al and B.

the
These two inter-system enclaves usually supply

and tend to con-'
membership for groups which travel to the other system,

taih the personnel who carry on

transactions with the other system.

0009
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additiqp, there is also need 'for interaction between the enclave and
Ito

the larger social system in both cases.

Thus if Al interacts simul-

taneously with,A and with B1; andif B

has similar interactions with

1

B and with A

then the possibility that those who interact between sys-

terns can carryon the appropriate transactions is-increased.
C0

.I212192MLYL.Y.41222E

One of.the difficulties in the, attempt to interact between systems

might.be labeled the Superiority Syndrome.3' It tends 4co happen whenever
and to do the
one group of individuals attempts to help their fellows
k

4

"right thing" for mankind.

This se\t of phenomena comes from the tendency

Of those who leave their own system) and go to anottl6r--particularly if

--tofeel-superior to, and to look

they are going to "assist" the oth

,

down upon, those in the ether system.

As a result, there is a tenancy

for these individualto pay less attention to the feelings and the
opinions of personnel. of the other system, and to be increasingly misguideid by their own preconceptions.

The syndrome usually develops among personnel of any foreignmiesion
in any host country.

They tend to forget all of the negative aspects of

their home situations; they tend to see and magnify all the negative
This is accentuated by their ignorance

aspects of the local situation.

of and failure to understand the local situation.
that an "up-down" form of interaction results.
the receivers of any kind of

It is almost inescapable

From the perspective of

oreign assistance," the supe4iority syndrome

spawns resentment and suspicion.

In many ways the difference between the

"haves" and the "have nots" within any one Society isAimilar to the
differences among societies.

Referring to Figure II, B1 feels and acts

superior
superior to the remainder of system B, just as Al may feel and act

0 010
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These relationships breed resentment, and the

to, B,.

"hav)

tend to

,blame the "have nots" for their own plight and the "have nots" blame the

$

"haves" for their plight both within end between nations.

In analyting

any interaction between two systems, one can then look for the extent to
which each perceives the interaction as "up-down" or "dovn-up:" _This has
to do with which systemmight exercise influence over the other, dominate
the other, have power over the other, or control the -other.' Ifthe two

interact as equals--it.could be termedas'a "levd1" interaction:
wise; it is either:"up-down" or "down-up."
/

Other:-

.

.

III. ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
.

In this section, rural develgpment is defined, and Indicators and
r

descriptors of it are offered.

Then a development cycle s fill be postulated'

,and a method of analyzing rural social sistems in terms of their components,
the linkages between these components, and the milieu in which they operate
will be analyzed.

Finally, a perspective for looking at rural development.

stimulation systems and their interaction with rural development
o

acquisition :tutems will be presented.
A.

Indicators and Descriptors

A major weakness in the traditional approaches to rural development
,has been the lack of'rigorous, usable definitigps.\ Such synonyms as
modernization, ,industrialization, and urbanization, cloud the scene,:

Economic and level-of-living indicators tend to reflect 'the values of the
external developer, and show the "less developed

societies continuously

falling further behind the "more developed."
4

In an attempt to overcome this problem, it is suggested that rural

00 1 1.

social systems be analyzed in'two different ways.. Alms of these constitutes
the development of indicators of level at which-v4rious functions 'are
)

carried out; the other relates to descriptors of certain phenomen'a in, the
rural. social system,

Following this approach, certain functio s, like.the production of

food, thedelivery of health care, the provis on of education, and the
marketing of what is produced can be indicated and measured:

If one social

system is tieing twice as much irrigation water in their rice paddies as
another, that can be measured.

If, in turn, they produce more rice per
Such phenomena as the difference in

year, that can also be measured.

religion between the two groups, might be described.

Thus, the suggestion
Thus,

is made that certain aspects of a rural social system be analyzed through
indicators and others be analyzed through descriptors.

.

The indicators will

involve measurement and comparison with other rural social systemsas well'
as comparison with the same system over time.

The descriptors will tend

to illustrate the setting and the environment in which the indicators
A.

operatebut the things described will not be compared with others in
different systems, or used as mea

res of change over time.

However, certain phenomena may be examined as aspects of both indicators
A

and descriptors.

For example, both those things which are indicated and

those things which are described consume energy.

Over time, relative

amounts of energy devoted to each might be compared.

Further, individuals

use their time differently according to differences in religion and culture
o

and other aspgcts of the rural social system, which may be described.
an

Thus

analysis of rime use would include both the phenomena being described.

and the phenomena being measured with indicators.

0012.

B.

Development

An alternative to the traditional ways of assessing rural development'
_using the criteria of outsiders is to envision'a development cycle.
Assuming that "it is possible for humanity to come into some sort of

equilibrium state with its enviroAnt, then it is conceivable that:
1.

Human groups which are under-utilizing the resources of

of their eco-system in enhancing their own levels and styles Of living
may be considered to be underdeveloped.
2.

Human gr6ups which are over-utilizing the resources of their

eco-systeM in enhancing their own levels and styles of living may be
considered to be over-developed; and,
3.

Human groups which are in equilibrium with the resources

of their eco-system with respect to '-heir own levels and styles of liviifg,

may be considered to be appropriately developed.

See Figure III, The

Development Cycle.

Viewed from a time perspective, each human group may move through
cycles of under-development, balanced-development, over-development,
balanced - development, under-development, etc.

labeled, "The Development Cycle."

This phenomenon may be

The rate of change varies from group

to group, with some apparently static, and others moving quite 'rapidly.
4

A given group may also go through periods of rapid change, periods of
very gradual change, and periods when change may. not be apparent at all.
4

One way to assess the relative balance.of a particular human group
with its environment -is in terms of its utilization of energy (petroleum,

electricity, sun, light and heat, wood, etc.).

That is, if a group-is_

utilizing relatively little energy per capita in enhancing its own level

0013
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FIGURE

THE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

-
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and style of living, then it may be considered to be under-deYeloped.

If

a group is using relat'velY higlo.amounts 6f energy in enhancing its own
levels and styles of living, it may. be considered to be over-deyeloped-particularly if its eco-system cannot sustain the high levels of energy
use over time.

And if a group has-balanced its utilization of energy with

its level and style of life, it may be considered to be appropriately
developed.

As Fred Cottrell put it twenty years ago in his book, Energy and
Society:1'."The thesis is that the amounts and types of energy employed

condition man's way of life materially, and set somewhat predictable
limits on what he can do and on hpw society will be organized."
Development might also be measured in terms of time use.

There seems

classified as
to be a tendency for social systems which are typically
for
"less developed" to be characterized by persons who have more time

leisure, play, or at least time over which they feel a sense of control.
"over
Conversely, those social systems whigh are typically referred to as
developed" tend to contain individuals who ha

l 'qss time which can be

I

utilized for leisure, play, or at least,be control

d by that individual.

of
Development can also be measured in terms of the specialization

human performance of functions.

Given th t these several functions
ion

(defined below), are performed in every rural social system, a pro

all functions for
may move from systems where one individual performs
himself--torpa stage where members of a family specialize in specific

major sustenance
functions--to a stage where different families might draw
other families for
from fewer functions, increasing their dependency on
other functions.

0015
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The possibility that human groups may over-specialize*as they become
over-developed, and then broaden functions to less specialization, is
consistent with the concept of a development cycle.
The opportUnity costs of specialization, from an :conomic perspective,
include deprivation from wholistic involvement with essential components
of life.

The ovr-specialized worker on a "modern" production line may

long to own his Own tools and make a "whole car."
(There is a tendency for t 1 se rural social systems which are using

relatively little energy (in relation to what the eco-system can provide)
to,Also tend to 4e unspecialized with respect to the eight functions'listed
1

/

C6

At the opposite side of the development cycle, those systems which

below.

degrees of
are using highest amounts of energy also tend tp have highest
specialization.

And,-the intermediate position of balance in energy use vis-a-vis'
the environment seems to be accoffipanieo3, by a balance in level of specialiiation.

As a particular social system moves from low energy use and low
specialization (under-development) toward an optimum energy use and level
of specialization, there is a tendency for it to exhibit three general
Characteristics:

(1) it tends to have a high efficiency of energfr conver-

sion; (2) it tends to have a high level of transactions with outside
systems, and (3) it tends to have a relatively high efficiency iClf internal
transactions among its functional components.
As a typical system moves from an optimum stage toward high or excess
functional
use of energy and high or excess state of specialiZation among the

components, the transition tends to be accompanied by (1) low efficiency of

00 1 6
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energy conversion; (2) loWer numbers of transactions with outside Systems;
and, (3
comp

a lower efficiency of internal transactions among the functional

ents.

(See Figure Iv.)

As a system moves from high energy use and high specialization toward

dmore balanced or optimum situation, that transition tends to be accompanied
by (1) high rates of efficiency of energy conversion; (2) high rates of
transactions with outside systems; and (3) high rates of efficiency of

Y.0

internal transactions.

And finally, as a rural social system tends to .move from balanced use

of energy and balanced level, of specialization toward low use of energy,
and lowest levels of specialization, it is again accompanied by (1) low.

rates of"Wiciency of energy. conversion, (2) low rates of transactions
with outside systems, and (3) low.levels of efficiency of internal tr
actiOns.

Viewing the development c cle in this perspective provides a concep-

tual framework by means of which rural social systems in various parts of
the world and various points in time can be analyzed and compared, and

direction and speed of change can also be examined comparatively.
The approach'to change in rural social systems through change in
energy use and extent of specialization does not ignore the conventional
concerns about. development.

Rather, it encompasses the conventional

indicators of development but does so in a more explicit and measurable
fashion than is normally done.
'An essential difference relates to the normal conception of the

development process as being,linear--gOing from less developed to more
developed.

Taking this basic linear conception, EsMan and Uphoff5 concern

001 7

FIGURE IV
CHANGE IN RURAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS

7:p

mull
E.E.C.
E.I.T.
T.O.S.

Hots__ HIGH ENERGY USE
E. = LOW ENERGY USE
E. = ALAN ED ENERGY USE
IGH SPECIALIZATION
OW SPECIALI TION
L.S.\
OPTIMUM bPE ALIZATION
O.S.

E.E.C. =
T.O.S. =
E.I.T. =

FFICIENCY OF ENERGY CONVERSTON,
RA'NSACTIONS W/OUTSIDE SYSTEMS
FFICIENCY OF INTERNAL IRANSACTIONS

=
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A RURALNSOCIAL SYSTEM
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themselves with three major indicators:

(1) agricultUral productivity,

nutrition,
(2) rural incomes, (3) rural welfare--which includes health,
education, employment, security, and equity, or income distribution.

[f development as linear,
Along a similar vein, and also. conceiving
I
6

Inayatullah

uses six indicators of rural development.

They are:

(1) rural

cider- employment, etc. (3) distribution of
productivity;'(2) employment,-

urban, (5) mobility and local class

wealth, (4) power structure--rural vs.

attitudes with\
structures--status and power, and, (6) values, beliefs, and

respect to control of the environment.
specialization analysis,
Utili2atiop of the transactio al analysis, the

basis of the eight
and theenergy/eco-system analysis suggested on the
the con'functional component model (helow),yould take into account all of
beyond.
cerns with productivity and equity--and go considerably
C.

Rural Social Systems,

be small,
limman groups which live in rural places, and which tend to

from'larger groups, may
groups in relative isolation from each other,and

be labeledas rural social systems.
described and analyzed according
Figure V.

These systems (see Loomis)7 may be

totheir functional components, as in

characterized here as having
A typical rural social system is

other through a linkage
eight functional components, related to each
religious,
infrastructure, and all set into a social, political, economic,
6

cultural and physical environment.

agricultural production
The production component'may be subdivided into
and other production.

capital,
Agricultural production involves land, labor,

manufacturing, agro-industries,
technology, etc.;.and other production involves
including labor, capital, technology, etc.

0019

Then there is a supply side for

PRODUCTION
Agricultural
and
Non-Agricultura

T

FIGURE.

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, RELIGIOUS~ CULTURAL & PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

THE RURAL SOCIAL SYSTEM IN ITS fj/IRONMENT
Functional Components

$
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both of these production components-.

production, includes seed

The supply function, Fp agricultural
1.

feedifertilizercredit, and other inputs.

The

-

'marketing funct'dn includes,transportation, storage, processing, retailing,
4

etc.
.The governance furictikon has to do with the regulation of life, }find

includesadministration, revenue, law and order, etc:

The education function

involves both formal and non-formal instruction of various individuals by
others, and also the informal education which is not coLtrived, but through

.

which peopA learn most of what they have to know.
e resear

function, like education, includes formal, non-formal

and informal aspects.

It includes the activities through which people lear
,

how to solve problems and develop new information.

with the various ways in which'the

The health care function has to c

social system prevents injury and disease, and attempts to cure these
mv

maladies when th

arise.

.,,

4S'

The personal maintenance component is a function of every human group,
and includes such activities as cleaning, grooming, and clothing the body,
rest an

recreation, and a variety of other sub-functions in which each

individual must invest time and each'day.
energy.
Each of these eight functional components is related.to the others
through an infrastructure of linkages which includes roads, waterways,
t

(including drainage, irrigation, and potable water) communication, pbvier
systems, etc.

Further, these functions, and the linkage infrastructure

which connects them and relates them to the'outside world, are always in
a sdeial/political/economic/cultural/religious/physical context, which
sets the pace and the style of all of the actions of the separate components°
tithe interactions between them.

0 0 21
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Like any other system, a change in any one component, or in any linklge
affects all of the other components and linkages.- Resistante to Change in
any one comeonent or linkage is a constraint on change for.any other
Component.

In assessing change in rural social systems using this model, cost/
benefit ratios can be calculated for each of the functional components,
Levels and directions of transactions among, the components are also measured.
This provides indicators of the extent and efficiency of such

unctions as

production, marketing, supply, education, health care, etc.

rther, the

linkage analysis provides opportunity, for study of equity in the distribution pf, benefits as well, as costs.

Li

ages-axe defined as clusters of channels by means of which one

cotpo ent may interact with other components of the same or other systems.
MiOh-2channel is a means by which transactions may flow between two

or more components of a syst m, or between,a component and component('s) of
O

pther pystems- Examples of c annels include roads, waterways, electric
elephone, newspapers, group meetings, individual

transmtvion lines, radio,

conversations, and many of er means.

The linkage between

y two components of a system may be described

in terms of:
1. ,-The types ofi channels
1

2.

The numbers 'of channelS available.

3.

The capacity of each channel..

4.

The actual rate of flow of transactions on each channel r-=

the frequency.
5.

,

The fidelity of each channel.

0022.
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c

6.

The direction of flow of transactions on each channel.

7.

Vhe power relationships of the components on either end

of the linkage.
Capacity refers to the, quantity of goods or information which a
channel 'can carrk.within measured amounts of time:

Frequency refers to the extent of actual use of the capacity-of a
Channel.

Fidelity refers to the qualitative change which occurs during trans-

actions from dne component to another.

A channel .with high fidelity is
.

.

mare likely to deUverogoods or information from one component to another
unchanged in character than a c7(annel with low fidelity.
Power referg to authority or influence which gives one component
control over another component or one system control over another'system.
Of course, the components and linkages described here always exist
in a larger social, political, economic, religious, cultural and physical
environment.
D.

These set the pace, tone, and style of everything that happens

Rural Develo ment Stimulation S stems in Action

Turning to the*view of the rural social sygtem in its larger setting- it is possible to distinguish five major components of the larger system.
These could be described as follows:
(a)

The rural social systemincluding individuals, families
and clusters of families.

Typically, these are called

rural villages.

(b)

Rural development acquisition systems--described elsewhere,
a

these are organizations of the people in the rural social

0023
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system, ideally cOritro(lled by the people in the rural

social system, and designed to help them acquire what
they need from and interact with the larger social syStem
.

.

0

outside.

(c)

Rural development stimulation systems--described elsewhere,
these are organiza'tions of the outside world; designed to

stimulatechange and to interact with the rural social
system.

(d)

Agencies and organizations of the larger social system--

these include dis4rict,state, and national levels, and
may be categorized as government units, public corporations,

private firms, educational units, and health units.

A

strictly functional description can be made in terms of the
functional category within the rural social system.

Or,

various functions can be grouped as public, private, or

(e)

Agencies and orgariizations of the inter-system--these are

.

the international agenciesand organizations mhich'interact
with,the agencies and- organizations of.the social system

4.
being studied.

With respect to linkages, ten major linkages may be identified by
means of which each of the five components above interacts with each of
4 the other components.

However, four of those linkages are most crucial

in the process of change

rural social systems.

0024

These are the linkage
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between (a) and (b),-the rural social system and the rural development
acquisition system; the linkage between (b) and (c), the rural development
acquisition system and the rural development stimulation system; the
linkage between (c) and (d), the rural development stimulation system and
the agencies and organizations of the larger social systeM; and the linkage
between ..(d) ond (e), the agencies and organizations of the larger social
system and,the agencies and organizations of the international inter- system..

(See Figure VI.)

IV.

THE FUTURE

In light of the analytic framework for inter-system interactions as
well as the analytic.
gestions emerge.

framework for assessing rural development, two sug-

One is in the direction of what will be labeled iterative

reciprocity; the other has to do with rural renaissance.

9

The superiority syndrome referred to above, and the tendency for outsiders to assume an "up-down" kind of view of.their 'relationship with in-

siders has been increasingly rejected by systems with which they interact.
Along with this is the frustration stemming from the extreme difficulty of

inter-system understanding because of t4 walls of separation built around
international enclaves in each system.

A doctrine of reciprocity may overcome these difficulties.

It is

increasingly evident in the examples above.

Reciprocity requires both systems in.an inter-system interaction.to
look at the situation in terms of cost/benefit ratio.

If both parties

consider their cost/benefit ratio acceptable, they are less likely to
suspect each other of taking unfair advantage.

Even when it appears that

one system is,clearly the "donor" and the other clearly the "recipient,"

0,025

I.

E = AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL INTERSYSTEM

D = AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATnNS OF LARGER SOCIAL SYSTEM

C = RURAL DEVELOPNENT STIMULATION SYSTEM

B = RURAL DEVELOPMENT ACQUISITION SYSTEM

A = RURAL SOCIAL SYSTEM

AFFECTING CHANGE IN RLRAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS

CRITICAL LINKAGES IN THE LARGER SOCIAL SYSTEM

FIGURE VI
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1

as ip a typical education assistance program in an effort to.meet national
,

manpower needs, there is alwayS.,reciprocity.

Where there is recognized
0

reciprocity, the superiority syndrome will tend to be minimized.
*

Inter-system'interactions governed by a doctrine of reciprocity are
still subject, to problems of inter-system understanding.

As illustrated
\

in Figure VII iterative Reciprocity) when a rural development\cquisition
system (RDAS) interacts with a rural development stimulation system (RDSS),
the interaction has an effect on both systems.

Next time the RDAS is

slightly different from what it was the first time, as is the RDSS.
as time goes 1;y, the RDAS changes and the

SS changes.

Thus,

Among the changes

in both sides should be increased inter-system understanding.

Iterative

(or repeating) transactions between any two systems may lead to better
understanding and communication, and thus the greater chance that the sub,
stance of these transactions will be appropriate in light of the needs, and

the interests of humanity with:n the two systems.
The above suggests a pattern of iterative reciprocity.

That is, two

systems interact on the basis of equality.. Each expects the interaction
to cost something and each expects to gain something from it.

Over

ime,

the iterative interactions continuously modify the nature of both systems
1

and the interaction between them.

The more iterations, the more appropriate

the transactions are likely to be for -bath systems.

Reciprocity in value

suggests continuous growth in benefit to each participant\APecontinuous
reduction in the cost.
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FIGURE VI .I

ITERATIVE RECIPROCITY
BETWEEN A

RURAL DEVELOPMENT ACQUISITION SYSTEM (RDAS)

'AND A
RURAL .DEVELOPMENT STIMULATION SYSTEM (ROSS),

TINE 1

TIME 2

TIME 3

vi

TIME X
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Athis sense,- reciprocity does, not require exact exchange of goods or

ideas that have equal value in some inter-system marketplace.
food grains may be exchanged for more raw metals.

benefit, there\can be reciprocity:

For example,

So long as there is some

To the extent that the two systems c

build enduring linkages between themse

es, iterative reciprocity may be

more appropriate in the future than '

ernational assistance," for and on

behalf of either system.

Turning to rural development, and viewing the development cycle as
illustrated above, a somewhat different perspective on change emerges.
Analysis of the experience with such efforts as the Comilla projects
in Bangladesh, the Joint Commission for Rural Reconstruction in Taiwan,

theyanchayati Raj in India, the recent approaches in the People's Republic
of China, the conclusion emerges that perhaps rural/development cannot be
delivered from outside.
.

o

If the path to a better life be change which is praferred by rural

people to their present situation, thenirecent world experience suggests
that it must be born from within any particular rural social system, controlled by its beneficiaries, and integrated into the larger system of

( which it is a part.

This path may be labeled rural renaissance.

Rural renaissance is a perspective and a process,

As a perspective,

it gives priority to the view from the farming family on the land.

As a

process, it drawa.initiative and energy from the same rural family.
Renaissance refers to a new birth or revival.
renaissance is to go through
activity.

To go through

a period of vigorous artistic and intellectual

,10

0.029
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From this perspective, renaissance may be defined as a marriage of
traditional values, norms, behavior patterns, and technology with innovative values, norms, technology, and behavior patterns, resulting in the
birth of changed behavior 'patterns, technology, norms, and values.

With

this conceptualization, rural renaissance cannot be delivered from outsid?.
It is not something that can be injected like
ed person.
tem.

It has to be born from

n antibiotic
into an infect,

thin any particular rural social sys-

In that sense, it is indigenousrit is the child of its older iprent.
Thus in the future, perhaps we shO'uld look to iterative reciprocity--

between the rural social system's and the governments of each country--as
-

well as between each nation/state and the other nation/states.

This kind

of iterat;ve reciprocityif carried on in the spirit of costs and benefits

being shared by both partners at each revelcould lead

o a rural renaissance.

Rural renaissance emerges.asAhe basis for the, rationale of/inter-system
interaction at many levels -- international, rural-urban, between agencies

and organizations like Ministries of government or universities, and the
rural people whom they serve.

----

Thus, perhaps the lesson of all of this experience is that through

appropriate. iterative 'reciprocity a rural reniassance can emerge.
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